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Abstract 

The filling ability of alloy fluid under pressure is of great significance to improve the 

dimensional integrity and mechanical properties of thin-walled and slender rods formed by 

squeeze casting. Insight into the rheological behavior of squeeze casting is beneficial to improve 

the formability of complex structural parts by optimizing the squeeze casting process. In this work, 

the Archimedes spiral sample prepared by indirect squeeze casting was applied to investigate the 

variation of filling length with squeeze pressure and filling speed during the rheological process in 

squeeze casting. According to the temperature distribution characteristic during the alloy melt 

filling process, the alloy fluid state was discussed and the spiral filling was confirmed as a 

semi-solid rheological behavior. The calculation models of pressure loss and filling length were 

established respectively based on steady-state rheological behavior. Pressure loss is mainly 

affected by the melt viscosity which is determined by temperature distribution and filling speed of 

alloy melt in the channel. According to the agreement between the theoretical calculations and the 

experimental results, the pressure loss and filling length models have been confirmed to be used to 

quantitatively characterize the filling ability of the aluminum alloy melt in the squeeze casting 

process.  
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1. Introduction 

The filling ability of alloy melt has a very important influence on the integrity and the surface 

roughness of the castings especially thin-walled and thin-rod parts with complex structures[1-3]. 

Due to applying the pressure to the melt poured into the mold cavity has significantly improved 

the filling ability of castings, the squeeze casting has been widely used in the solidification 

manufacturing [4-5]. However, the alloy melt flowing in the channel with a small radius has a 
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large cooling rate and easily cause a large viscosity, so the mechanism of this rheo-filling process 

is very complicated, which severely restricts the formation of high-performance and ultra-thin 

structural castings by squeeze casting[6-7]. Although increasing the pressure of squeeze casting 

can continuously improve the filling ability, it would significantly reduce the life of the mold and 

increase the cost of the pressure equipment. Therefore, a more effective method to improve the 

melt filling ability is of great significance to squeeze casting thin-walled and thin-rod parts.  

In order to quantitatively improve the filling ability of squeeze casting and predict the filling 

length by optimizing process parameters, many experimental and theoretical studies have been 

made in squeeze rheological casting[8-10]. In addition to increasing the pressure and optimizing 

the mold structure, a variety of process measures have been adopted to improve the filling ability. 

The influences of melt temperature, applied pressure and filling speed on the rheo-filling ability of 

semi-solid A356 alloys were studied and the optimal ranges of these parameters were determined 

separately by Bai et al.[11]. Zhang et al.[12] developed a theoretical evaluating model to predict 

the maximum filling length based on the flowing theory of the incompressible viscous fluid and 

believed that the filling pressure and filling speed are prominent influencing factors on the 

mold-filling ability of alloy melt. Obviously, increasing the pouring temperature is also benefit on 

the filling ability of alloy melt, but it should not be too high, otherwise it would easily cause the 

defects of entrainment in the rheological squeeze casting[13-14]. Many studies have also shown 

that chemical composition and fine-grained structure were beneficial to the filling ability of 

aluminum alloys[15-17]. However, the method of calculating filling ability and pressure loss of 

semi-solid rheological behavior in squeeze casting is still unclear and cannot provide guidance for 

squeeze casting of thin-walled parts. 

In fact, the melt viscosity affected by the shear rate and temperature is the essential factor that 

resists the melt filling ability[18]. Li et al. [19] found that the apparent viscosity of semi-solid 

7075 aluminum alloy decreases with an increase in shearing rate and believed there is a shearing 

thinning phenomenon, which could be attributed to less liquid being entrapped in the solid 

particles. Blanco et al. [20] studied the rheological behavior of the semi-solid Al-5Cu melt using a 

high temperature Searle rheometer and the results show that the higher the shear rate, the lower 

the apparent viscosity of the semi-solid Al-5Cu melt. Many researchers agree that the relationship 

between apparent viscosity and shear rate conforms to the power law[21-23]. However, for the 



filling of alloy melts, it is not possible to directly calculate the apparent viscosity with an 

unmeasurable shear rate, which brings a great challenge to the prediction of filling length. In 

addition, the variation of pressure loss during alloy melt filling process is unclear, which makes it 

difficult to quantitatively optimize process parameters according to the requirements for the 

integrity and mechanical properties of castings. Therefore, the mechanism of pressure loss and 

filling ability of semi-solid rheological behavior in squeeze casting needs to be further revealed. 

In this paper, the Archimedes spiral experiment of A356 aluminum alloy in squeeze casting 

with different pressures and filling speeds was carried out. The temperature distribution of A356 

alloy melt along the spiral channel in the filling process was calculated and the fluid state was 

analyzed. The calculation models of pressure loss and filling length were established respectively 

based on steady-state rheological behavior and the influence factors on them were quantitatively 

discussed. The rheological mechanism of squeeze casting was further revealed, which have 

provided an important basis for forming high-quality castings and optimizing process parameters. 

2. Experimental procedure 

In order to insight into the mechanism of squeeze pressure loss during the semi-solid alloy 

rheological process, a spiral squeeze casting experiment was conducted using a self-designed 

spiral mold as shown in Fig. 1. The spiral mold is mainly divided into four parts, namely upper die, 

lower die, punch and chamber. There is an Archimedes spiral channel with a length of 1350 mm 

and a radius of 4 mm in the upper die. The lower die is a cylindrical chamber, which connects with 

the Archimedes spiral cavity by the channel on the side wall. The commercial A356 aluminum 

alloy is used and its chemical composition is shown in Table 1.  

Table 1 Chemical compositions of A356 alloy (wt.%) 

Si Mg Fe Cu Ti Sr Zn Ni Al 

7.153 0.394 0.127 0.085 0.007 0.007 0.008 0.004 Bal. 

The A356 alloy was melted in an electrical furnace of 5 kW, and the temperature was 

measured by TES-1310 type contact thermometric instruments and K-type thermocouples. When 

the melt temperature reached 990±5 K, CCl4 (2 wt.%) was added to refine the alloy melt. Ten 

minutes later, it was slagged off. The alloy liquid was allowed to stand, and when the temperature 

was adjusted to 990 K, it was directly poured into the lower die with a preheated temperature of 

440 K. Then the punch moved down driven by the filling cylinder to squeeze the alloy melt back 



into the upper cavity. The punch was reset after the holding time of 20 s. The pressure was 

removed from the movable beam, which drove the upper die to reset. Lastly, the sample was 

ejected out of the mold by ejectors. The spiral specimens were prepared under the squeeze 

pressure of 20, 50 and 80 MPa and the filling speed of 0.01, 0.02, and 0.05 m/s, respectively.  

 

Fig. 1 (a) Self-designed spiral mold structure diagram and (b) spiral specimen. 

3. Results 

Variation of filling length with squeeze pressure and filling speed is presented in Fig. 2. It can 

be seen that both the squeeze pressure and the filling speed can be considered to have a linear 

influence on the filling length. The influence of squeeze pressure on the filling length is not 

obvious with a small filling speed, and as the filling speed increases, the promotion influence of 

the squeeze pressure on the filling length becomes more significant. Compared with the squeeze 

pressure, the filling speed has a more obvious influence on the filling length shown as in Fig2(b). 

In fact, the volume fraction and morphology of the primary phase are important factors affecting 

the apparent viscosity of the semi-solid melt. When the filling speed is higher, the semi-solid A356 

melt has a smaller volume fraction. This is because the higher shear rate can break large-size 

dendrites into fine equiaxed crystals[24], which is beneficial to reduce the apparent viscosity of 

the melt and improve the filling ability. Fig. 3 shows the microstructure morphology at the filling 

speed of 0.01, 0.02 and 0.05 m/s, respectively, with the squeeze pressure of 50 MPa. With the 

increase of the filling speed, the crystal grains changed from dendritic to equiaxed, indicating that 

the high shear rate has a good shearing effect on the primary dendrites.  



 
Fig. 2 Variation of filling length with (a) squeeze pressure and (b) filling speed. 

 
Fig. 3 Microstructure morphology at the filling speed of (a) 0.01 m/s; (2) 0.02 m/s; and (3) 0.05 

m/s, respectively. 

4. Discussion 

The semi-solid rheo-filling process of spiral experiment is usually divided into two stages: 

increasing pressure and maintaining pressure. In the stage of increasing pressure, the filling speed 

is constant and equal to the set value vset, and the squeeze pressure gradually increases to the 

maximum value, i.e., the set squeeze pressure Pset. Because the heterogeneous nucleation 

undercooling is small and the melt temperature near the channel wall is lower than that in the 

center of the channel, the solid phase is first precipitated on the inner wall of the channel. Then, 

under the scouring action of the subsequent overheated melt, the solidified solid phase on the 

channel wall is partial remelted and mixed into the alloy melt to form a semi-solid slurry. The 

fluid state is also transformed from Newtonian fluid to non-Newtonian fluid. Therefore, the spiral 

filling process can be regarded as a semi-solid solidification behavior. When the squeeze pressure 

reaches the set value Pset, the stage of maintaining pressure begins. Due to the decrease of melt 

temperature and the continuous increase of filling length, the viscous resistance of the alloy melt is 

greater than the applied squeeze pressure Pset, so the filling speed v starts to decrease until the melt 

stops filling. 



According to the melt state and filling characteristics, the pressure loss Ploss can be divided 

into three parts and the classification method is shown in Fig. 4. Firstly, in the stage of increasing 

pressure when the melt is filled at a constant speed vset, the pressure loss consists of pressure loss 

P1 caused by liquid melt length L1 and pressure loss P2 caused by semi-solid melt length L2. While 

the pressure loss P3 is caused by semi-solid melt length L3 in the stage of maintaining pressure. In 

the stage of increasing pressure, there is a relationship between the applied squeeze pressure Pa 

and the pressure loss caused by the filling melt: Pa=P1+P2-P0, P0 is the atmospheric pressure. 

Compared with the squeeze pressure of squeeze casting, the atmospheric pressure can be ignored, 

and thus it can be considered that the pressure loss during the rheo-filling process is equal to the 

applied squeeze pressure. While in the stage of maintaining pressure, the relationship between the 

maximum appied squeeze pressure Pset and the pressure loss caused by the filling melt Ploss is: 

Pset<Ploss. 

 

Fig.4 Classification method of pressure loss according to the melt state and filling characteristics. 

4.1 Temperature characteristic 

During the alloy melt filling process, the melt temperature characteristic is one of the main 

factors affecting the filling resistance, which ultimately determines the interaction relationship 

between the filling length and the squeeze pressure. When the alloy melt flows into the spiral 

channel, the heat will be transferred to the mold through heat conduction. The melt temperature 

distribution during the filling process can be calculated based on the following assumptions: (i) the 

temperature of the mold keep constant; (ii) the heat convection and radiation are neglected; (iii) 

the heat convection of alloy melt along the spiral channel is ignored. 

According to the heat balance principle and dx=vdt, the heat balance relationship at x from 

the beginning of the spiral channel can be expressed as: 

 CdVdTdSdx
v

TTh  )( 0 , (1) 

where h=0.0011P
3
-0.112P

2
+6.605P+2924.57 the heat transfer coefficient between melt and the 

mold[25], T the melt temperature at x, T0 the mold temperature, dS and dV are the unit heat 



conduction area and unit melt volume at x respectively and the relationship between them is dV/dS 

= R/2, R the spiral channel radius, ρ the density of alloy melt, C the equivalent specific heat 

capacity, for the melt and semi-solid melt which can be respectively expressed as: 
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where C0 the specific heat capacity, ΔH the enthalpy change of alloy melt, fs the solid fraction and 

its variation with temperature obtained through DSC analysis can be expressed as[26]: 
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  Integrating Eq. (1) with a constant filling speed, the relationship between the melt temperature 

and the filling length can be expressed as:  
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where Tc the pouring temperature, Δfs the solid fraction difference.  

In order to understand the variation of the melt temperature along the spiral channel at a 

constant filling speed and whether the filling melt is in a liquid or semi-solid state, the temperature 

distribution and filling length of the alloy melt were calculated and analyzed. Thermophysical 

properties of A356 alloy used was shown in Table 2. When the melt temperature drops to the 

eutectic temperature, the solid fraction increases rapidly, so it is reasonable to assume that the melt 

has to stop filling at this temperature point.  

Table 2. Thermophysical properties of A356 alloy[27]. 

Property and symbol Value 

Spiral channel radius R (m) 0.005  

Initial mold temperature T0 (K) 443 

Specific heat capacity C0 (J·K
-1

·kg
-1

) 963 

Enthalpy change ΔH (J·kg
-1

)
 

398000 

Density ρ (kg·m
3
) 2650 

Liquidus temperature Tl (K) 888 

Fig.5 shows the relationship between the melt temperature along the spiral channel and the 



filling length at different pouring temperatures. It can be seen that when the alloy melt flows into 

the spiral channel, its temperature quickly drops to the liquidus with a short filling length, which 

indicates that the pouring temperature has little influence on the filling length. Then due to the 

release of enthalpy during the solidification process, the melt temperature drops slowly and the 

filling length increases linearly and significantly with melt temperature. With the decrease of the 

melt temperature, the solid fraction is increased to improve the filling resistance. When the 

temperature of alloy melt reaches the eutectic temperature, the rapid solidification of alloy melt 

leads to a large filling resistance to prevent continued filling. Fig.5(b) shows the variation of 

filling length of the spiral channel at different pouring temperatures. When the pouring 

temperature is lower than the alloy liquidus temperature, the pouring temperature has a greater 

influence on the filling length of the spiral channel. However, when the pouring temperature is 

higher than the alloy liquidus temperature, as the pouring temperature increases, the filling length 

increases slowly. This phenomena indicate that the alloy liquid in spiral channel is mainly the 

semi-solid melt. 

 

Fig.5 Relationship between the melt temperature along the spiral channel and the filling length at 

different pouring temperatures.  

4.2 Apparent viscosity characteristic 

It is generally believed that the semi-solid melt is a non-Newtonian fluid, and its apparent 

viscosity is not only related to the melt temperature, but also related to the shear rate. When the 

melt temperature decreases to below the liquidus, the power law model has been formulated to 

describe the apparent viscosity model for semi-solid A356 alloy melt[28]: 

   1,  n
KT   , (6) 
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where, the coefficient n and K were obtained by Ma et al.[29]: 
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In fact, the solid fraction and morphology of primary α-Al are the direct factors that affect the 

apparent viscosity of the semi-solid melt of A356 alloy. Fig.6 shows the variation of apparent 

viscosity and solid fraction with decreasing melt temperature at different filling speeds. As the 

temperature decreases, the precipitation of primary α-Al increases, which reduces the fluidity of 

the alloy melt. In particular, when the melt temperature is reduced to the eutectic temperature, the 

solid phase fraction increases rapidly, and the apparent viscosity of alloy melt should also increase 

rapidly. However, due to the difficulty of experimental measurement, it is assumed that the 

apparent viscosity at the eutectic temperature is so large that the alloy melt can no longer flow. In 

addition, it can be seen that increasing the filling speed is beneficial to reducing the apparent 

viscosity of the alloy melt and improving the filling ability of the alloy melt.  

 

Fig.6 Variation of apparent viscosity and solid fraction with decreasing melt temperature at 

different filling speeds. 

4.3 Pressure loss and filling length  

According to Poiseuille's law, the pressure loss Ploss with the filling length of the alloy melt L 



can be calculated as:  

 2

loss 8 RvLP  , (11) 

where η the melt viscosity, v the filling speed, R the channel radius. Because the viscosity and 

flow speed of alloy melt at different temperatures and locations are different, the calculation of 

pressure loss is transformed into:  

 2

00
8

loss

RvdxdP
LP

   . (12) 

When the melt temperature is greater than the liquidus temperature, it can be considered as a 

Newtonian fluid, and the viscosity is only related to the melt temperature. Therefore, combined Eq. 

(5) and Eq. (12), the filling length L1 and pressure loss P1 are calculated as: 
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Combined Eq. (1), Eq. (3) and Eq. (12), the filling length L2 and pressure loss P2 can be 

expressed respectively as:  
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where γ the shear rate, where Tw is the temperature of the filling fluid’s “head” when the applied 

squeeze pressure reaches the maximum Pset, i.e. Pa=Pset=P1+P2. There is also a relationship of Tw ≥ 

Te, Te is the eutectic temperature of A356. If Tw =Te , P3=0 and the filling behavior stops. 

When the squeeze pressure increases to the set maximum Pset and Tw > Te, the squeeze 

pressure remains constant. As the filling length increases and the melt temperature decreases 

continuously, the filling speed is decreased caused by the pressure loss larger than the squeeze 

pressure and could be calculated as: 

 
dt

L

PP
vv

t




 3

0

setloss
set 

， (17) 

Since (Ploss-Pset)/ρL is much greater than vset, the filling time at this stage is extremely short, 



and thus the filling length L3≈0, P3≈0. 

Therefore the variation of pressure loss with the decreasing melt temperature and along the 

filling length at different filling speeds can be calculated by Eq. (13)- (17) and shown as in Fig. 7. 

As the melt temperature decreases, the pressure loss increases rapidly, and when the melt 

temperature drops to 860 K, the actual squeeze pressure of more than 100 MPa is required to drive 

the further filling, which indicates that the filling has stopped when the melt temperature has not 

dropped to the eutectic temperature. The greater the filling speed, the greater the pressure loss, so 

the alloy melt with a larger filling speed will stop filling at a higher temperature. This is because 

the alloy melt with a larger filling speed can be filled for a longer distance at a higher temperature 

and the longer distance lead to a larger pressure loss.  

 
Fig. 7 Variation of pressure loss (a) with the decreasing melt temperature and (b) along the 

filling length at different filling speeds.  

4.4 Verification 

The comparison of filling lengths between theoretical calculation and experimental 

measurement of the spiral squeeze casting is shown in Fig. 8. It can be seen that the experimental 

filling lengths are basically in agreement with the theoretical calculations, but they are all less than 

the theoretical calculations, which is caused by ignoring the partial pressure loss of the spiral in 

the theoretical calculation. The greater the squeeze pressure, the more accurate the prediction of 

filling length. However, from the experimental results in Fig. 2 and theoretical calculation in Fig.7, 

it is not effective to increase the filling length by increasing the squeeze pressure, especially with a 

larger filling speed. While many studies have confirmed that increasing the squeeze pressure can 

effectively refine grains and improve mechanical properties[30-33]. 



 
Fig. 8. Comparison of filling lengths between theoretical calculation and experimental 

measurement of the spiral squeeze casting 

5. Conclusion 

In this study, the influence of squeeze pressure and filling speed on filling length has studied 

by the spiral squeeze casting process and both the squeeze pressure and the filling speed can be 

considered to have a linear influence on the filling length. With fully considering the temperature 

and apparent viscosity characteristics of the semi-solid melt during the filling process, the 

prediction models of filling length and pressure loss are established separately, and the prediction 

results are in agreement with the experimental measurement. Increasing the filling speed is 

beneficial to the significant improvement of the filling ability, while the pouring temperature and 

the squeeze pressure have little influence on the filling length. The filling behavior of squeeze 

casting mainly occurs in the stage of increasing pressure, and the filling ability in the stage of 

maintaining pressure is very small. Therefore, it can be concluded that the dimensional integrity of 

the component is mainly determined by the filling speed and the mechanical properties are mainly 

determined by the squeeze pressure.  
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